
Senior Physics Day (Draft Program)

Join other science teachers across the state in 
ZOOM-land for our annual professional development 
conference. Workshop abstracts are provided on the 
next page.

Program
9.45am Acknowledgement of Country and UQ 
Update (Dr Gurion Ang, School of Biological 
Sciences)

10am STAQ Update (Science Teachers Association of 
Queensland)

10.15am How to utilise Oxford Digital to get the 
best results for your senior science students (Tegan 
Hooper & Melissa Wearne, Oxford University Press)

10.30am Fresh Physics and Teaching Ideas from 
the ANU (Jay Ridgewell, Tim Friel & Professor Jodie 
Bradby, meriSTEM, Australian National University)

11.30am Strategies to help manage the scale of Year 
11 tasks (Clinton Jackson, Brisbane Adventist College)

12.15pm Teachable Quantum Tech: Networks with 
Light, Sound & Liquids (Yasmine Sfendla, ARC Centre 
of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems)

1pm Break

1.30pm Rebuilding 7-10 Science for the new Senior 
Syllabuses (Steve Pinel, Unity College)

2pm Thirty low-cost demonstrations for quantum 
physics in senior (Dr Richard Walding, Moreton Bay 
College & Griffith University)

3.15pm Networking Forum (Shane MacDonald, St 
Aidan’s Anglican Girls School)

3.45pm Close
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https://physics.anu.edu.au/contact/people/profile.php?ID=109
https://physics.anu.edu.au/contact/people/profile.php?ID=109
https://courses.meristem.anu.edu.au/


Senior Physics Day (Abstracts)

How to utilize Oxford Digital to get the best results for your Senior Science students (Tegan Hooper & Melissa 
Wearne, Oxford University Press)
Are you using Oxford Digital to its full potential? Learn how to create and manage classes, assign work & check 
results.

Fresh physics and teaching ideas from the ANU (Jay Ridgewell, Tim Friel & Professor Jodie Bradby, meriSTEM, 
Australian National University)
Learn about fresh physics from the ANU Research School of Physics and come away with fresh ideas for 
teaching physics to each and every student. This session will be facilitated by Jay, coordinator of the ANU 
meriSTEM program: free resources to increase the capacity of senior science teachers.

Strategies to help manage the scale of Year 11 tasks (Clinton Jackson, Brisbane Adventist College) 
Schools choosing to complete year 11 in three terms face the challenge of providing a balanced and 
accessible assessment program that also has a manageable workload for students. Removing aspects of the 
corresponding year 12 task can allow teachers to focus on targeted skill development while providing a more 
manageable assessment load. 

Teachable Quantum Tech: Networks with light, sound & liquids (Yasmine Sfendla, ARC Centre of Excellence 
for Engineered Quantum Systems)
Data networks are due for a revamp: they need to get faster, smaller, stronger—and quantum. Let’s throw out 
the electon(ic)s and build a network where light, sound and fluids carry information. Up-to-date science for 
Years 8-12.

Rebuilding 7-10 Science for the new Senior Syllabuses (Steve Pinel, Unity College)
An overview of the changes we are making in Years 7-10 to ensure that our students are prepared for the 
literacy and numeracy skill requirements of the new senior syllabus, as well as becoming scientifically literate 
individuals.

Thirty low-cost demonstrations for quantum physics in senior (Dr Richard Walding, Moreton Bay College & 
Griffith University)
A selection of simple low-cost demonstrations that may be useful for your quantum topic in senior physics. 


